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Abstract 

Testing plays an important role in the product development 
process in order to verify the safety and functionality of products 
and components. Application-specific boundary conditions must 
be transferred between different model layers and structural 
complexity levels in order to obtain a close representation of 
reality. Hereby the view on the overall test system as well as the 
superordinate problem definition is made difficult for the product 
developer. In this article a procedure is presented, which builds 
up on the product component test pyramid. The application of the 
procedure is shown in the contribution for the virtual testing of 
sandwich structures, the development of physical models in 
medical radiotherapy as well as the dynamic testing with 
combined environmental conditions. 
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1. Introduction 

In the product development process, testing plays an important role in proving the safety 

and functionality of products and components. The real system on the targeted complexity 

level and the loads acting on it are abstracted in tests in the form of a physical test model. 

Since the costs and effort required to perform such real tests, especially at the product and 

component level, are very high, virtual test procedures are increasingly used to minimize the 

test effort. In addition to the model layers mentioned, there are also various levels for 

categorizing structural complexity. This multitude of different levels, between which boundary 

conditions must be exchanged during testing, makes it difficult for the product developer to 

maintain a view of the overall test system as well as the superordinate testing problem. 

Especially when application-specific boundary conditions, which are not purely mechanical, 

are transferred, this problem is further increased. 

2. State of the art 

One approach widely used in the aircraft industry to test products and components is the 

Building Block Approach [1]. In this approach so-called building blocks are defined as structural 

complexity levels, which are built up from the constituent level in order to reach the product 

level. This idea of successive, hierarchical model and test design, which builds up on findings 

from lower structural complexity levels, originates from multiscale analysis, which is widely 

used in materials science [2]. Breuer [3] uses the complexity levels from the Building Block 

Approach [1] in his test pyramid and separates them into generic and product-specific 

complexity levels. Based on the Building Block Approach [1], Krause et al. [4] define a test 

pyramid with the structural complexity levels of material, structure, sub-product and product 

level. Figure 11 shows the test pyramid according to Heyden et al. [5,6] with the complexity 

levels of the material, structure and component as well as the product level. They divide the 

pyramid into a static and a dynamic area, because especially for the transfer of mechanical 

boundary conditions in lightweight structures it has to be distinguished which type of load is 

present. Furthermore, they extend the pyramid to include reality as well as physical and virtual 

test models as model layers. Hartwich et al. [7] also extend the pyramid by the consideration 

of uncertainties for the designing of lightweight structures. 

 
Figure 11: Approach for the transferability of mechanical boundary conditions in lightweight structures according to 

Heyden et al. [5] 

 
1 The original figure is in German and has been translated to English by the authors 
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The physical test model can, for example, be a test of the real system. To reduce the 

physical test effort, virtual tests are also used. According to Cox et al. [8], hierarchically 

structured virtual models validated on real tests are used to describe the behavior of the target 

system. An approach for virtual testing of sandwich panel joints was developed by 

Seemann [9,10]. It is a bottom-up approach based on the Building Block Approach [1], where 

the virtual models are validated on physical tests and synthesized at higher levels of 

complexity. The combination of physical and virtual models generates synergistic effects which 

help to gain a better understanding of the system behavior as well as the failure mechanisms. 

According to Stachowiak [11], both the physical and the virtual models represent an abstraction 

of the real system according to the abbreviation feature. The purpose of the models (pragmatic 

feature) is application specific. In order to approximate the behavior of the real system with the 

help of corresponding test models as realistically as possible, the boundary conditions must 

be transferred accordingly into the corresponding test level. 

3. Procedure for the transferability of application-specific boundary conditions  

Heyden et al. [5] have shown with their approach how mechanical boundary conditions can 

be transferred between the different complexity levels and model layers during testing. 

However, they only refer to lightweight structures, whereas the problems also exist in other 

application areas in the field of product development and testing. In these it can be necessary 

to transfer further application-specific, not purely mechanical boundary conditions, such as 

temperature or humidity boundary conditions. The procedure presented in this paper answers 

the research question how such application-specific boundary conditions can, in addition to 

mechanical boundary conditions, also be transferred between the different test levels for the 

testing of components and products. 

The developed procedure is based on the hierarchical product component test pyramid, 

which is structured according to Heyden et al. [5]. The different model layers are synthesized 

in a single pyramid in order to visualize the coherence of the model layers more strongly. Also, 

an explicit division of the pyramid into a static and dynamic part was omitted, since this is only 

of minor significance in some applications, such as the building of physicals models in medical 

imaging technology. The structural complexity levels were defined as the material level, the 

structure and component level and the product level. Since this classification is strongly 

dependent on the respective field of application as well as the defined system boundaries, an 

explicit classification of the complexity level cannot be made on a generic level. The defined 

complexity levels therefore serve as an initial orientation and the exact classification must be 

made and extended if required by the product developer, taking into account his specific 

application. For example, a finely granulated subdivision of the structure level into the 

component, substructure and structure level is conceivable. 

Figure 2 illustrates the basic procedure by means of an explanatory example. On the left-

hand side, the product component test pyramid is first shown in its 3D initial form with the 

defined structural complexity levels and the top view of the pyramid is shown on the right. The 

test task in the example is to build a virtual test model on component level. For this purpose, 

the structure and component levels could first be divided into the corresponding levels. In order 

to remain with the basic representation of the test pyramid this is renounced in the explanation 

example. Afterwards the product developer arranges itself with its task in the product 

component test pyramid, which is realized by the flag symbol in the top view of the pyramid. 

The application-specific boundary conditions are then transferred from the corresponding 

complexity levels and model layers. In the selected example, these are mechanical boundary 

conditions from a physical test model on product-level ① and temperature boundary 

conditions from the real system ②. While the numbers are only used as a reference for the 

test levels involved, the colors of the arrows indicate which type of boundary condition is 

transferred. The types of the occurring boundary condition, which are transferred, can be 
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adapted to the respective application. The direction of transfer of the boundary condition has 

to be selected in the direction of the target level, whereby the transferability should always be 

given in both directions for taking into account iteration processes for example. To represent 

cross-sectional tasks between different model layers, in which synergetic effects are 

accessible, it is possible to use the intersection line of two model layers. Corresponding 

examples for this use case are given in chapter 4. 

 
Figure 2: Procedure for the transferability of application-specific boundary conditions based on the product 

component test pyramid 

4. Application examples of the procedure 

In various application areas in the field of product development, there are challenges and 

various hurdles in the transfer of application-specific boundary conditions. This chapter 

describes challenges in the application areas of virtual testing of sandwich structures, dynamic 

testing with combined environmental conditions and physical modeling in medical imaging 

technology and afterwards shows how the presented procedure can be applied in these areas. 

4.1. Virtual testing of sandwich structures on substructure level 

In the following paragraph, the product component test pyramid is applied for virtual testing 

of sandwich structures on substructure level. Based on this application example, it is shown 

that the presented procedure is also suitable for challenges in the area of transferability of 

purely mechanical boundary conditions. 

4.1.1. Initial situation 

Due to their very good weight-specific material properties, sandwich structures are often 

used in aircraft design [12,13]. The approval is carried out according to the CS-25 

guideline [14], whereby a full-size test must always be carried out at the product level. In order 

to minimize the real test effort, especially at lower structural complexity levels, virtual test 

procedures based on the finite element method (FEM) are used [15-17]. The critical areas in 

which local failure mostly occurs in the sandwich structures are the connecting elements, which 

can be ranked at component level in the product component test pyramid [9,10]. For this 

reason, the Insert Design Handbook [18] recommends various tests, such as the pull-out test 

for testing inserts perpendicular to the face sheet. Using the virtual testing approach for 

sandwich panel joints developed by Seemann [9,10], it is possible to create virtual models of 

these component tests to predict the strengths and progressive failure mechanisms of the 

sandwich structures. The described tests are performed under quasi-static load and the 
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application-specific boundary conditions in this area are purely mechanical. In the following, it 

will be shown that the presented procedure can also be applied to such problems. 

4.1.2. Problem and objectives 

An existing problem of tests on component level is, that the boundary conditions in these 

tests are only represented in an idealized way. For example, in the pull-out test mentioned 

above, a round fixture with a diameter of 70 mm is suggested in the Insert Design 

Handbook [18]. While such tests are suitable for determining strengths and local failure 

mechanisms at the inserts, they reach their limits especially when representing the partially 

global system and stiffness behavior. According to the Building Block Approach [1], after 

considering the component level, it is suggested to shift directly to the product level. However, 

this structural complexity level shift is huge and unsuitable for building up virtual models on 

product level. In this case there is a huge number of influencing parameters, which have to be 

taken into account and investigated on intermediate structural complexity levels as well as 

validated in corresponding models first. In particular, there is a lack of appropriate test setups 

for building up models on these intermediate structural levels, which take into account the 

partially global stiffness and system behavior of sandwich structures in addition to local failure 

mechanism. The problem arises, how the application-specific mechanical boundary conditions 

in such virtual tests, consisting of a virtual test model and a physical test model for validation 

purposes have to be transferred. 

4.1.3. Application of the procedure 

The application of the presented procedure to the described problem of virtual testing of 

sandwich structures is shown in Figure 3. In order to obtain an intermediate level between 

product and component level, for the specific use case the structure and component level of 

the generic product component test pyramid can be divided into the component level and the 

substructure level. The aim is to create a virtual test at substructure level, which also takes into 

account the partially global system behavior of the sandwich structure. Since a virtual test ① 

is the synergetic combination of a real test and its virtual representation, the boundary line 

(black) of the pyramid between the virtual and the physical test model can be selected.  

 
Figure 3: Application of the procedure for the formulating of a virtual test for sandwich structures on substructure 

level 

The exchange of boundary conditions in the case of a virtual test occurs in both directions 

of virtual ①a and physical test model ①b at the same structural complexity level, as shown 
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in the enlarged section of the figure. The findings from lower levels, such as material 

parameters or information regarding the level of detail, are then transferred to the next higher 

structural complexity level ② up to the target level using a bottom-up approach. To obtain a 

more realistic representation of the boundary conditions at the system boundaries in the 

substructure test, the mechanical boundary conditions from the real system at product level ③ 

are transferred to substructure level using a top-down approach. This approach is based on 

the Wishbone approach according to Ostergaard [15], in which a bottom-up and a top-down 

approach are synthesized to obtain a corresponding complexity level from two directions in 

order to take into account local and partially global behavior.  

4.2. An approach for testing under combined environmental conditions 

In this chapter, an overview of testing with combined environmental conditions is given and 

the challenges for developing a corresponding physical test model are presented. With the 

help of the product component test pyramid, the interrelationships of the individual 

environmental conditions and the transfer between the individual layers and complexity levels 

are explained. 

4.2.1. Initial situation 

In aviation-specific product development, the function of a product is secured by the 

certification process, for which realistic tests are necessary. Apart from HALT (highly 

accelerated lifetime) tests with less realistic conditions for rapid damage [19], current test 

procedures in aviation are designed to test environmental conditions predominantly only 

individually. The best known of these influences are vibration, pressure, temperature and 

humidity. Common tests, especially in the automotive industry according to OEM, only 

combine temperature changes with different vibration curves [20]. In aviation, it is permissible 

to use alternative procedures as a combination of the individual certifications, provided that it 

can be demonstrated, that all applied environmental conditions specified in the original 

procedures are replicated or exceeded in the combined procedure [21]. 

Combined or superimposed environmental testing is the simultaneous impact of multiple 

stress factors on a test object [22]. The combinations of environmental conditions should be 

chosen to ensure the electrical and mechanical functions of the test specimen during storage, 

transport and operation with respect to safety, integrity and performance [23]. Although it is 

impossible to replicate the complex mix of all environments at the same time, the intent is to 

apply representative combinations of stresses to the material to determine performance and 

capabilities [24]. In principle, separating the environmental influences into different individual 

tests is permissible [21] and reasonable in order to be able to clearly assign the failure to the 

respective stress factors without having to make concessions in the test result. In the case of 

environmental conditions with strong interaction, an exact statement is only possible to a 

limited extent, such as in the case of mechanical-thermal or climatic-thermal stresses [22]. The 

synergetic effects caused by the combination can lead to failures that would not occur in 

individual environmental tests [22,24]. Accordingly, an increase in reliability as well as 

holistically more realistic loads can be achieved. 

4.2.2. Problem and objectives 

The difficulty with investigations on test rigs is the realistic modelling of the interactions 

between the test specimen and the surrounding systems. This applies to the mechanical 

boundary conditions such as vibrations or pressure, as well as other boundary conditions like 

temperature and humidity. In the development process, the boundary conditions and limits of 

the test environment can be estimated with the help of virtual FEM models and weaknesses 
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of the product can be predicted. For a systematic approach, a hierarchy of test levels according 

to the product component test pyramid is useful in order to keep the testing effort and 

associated costs low. Tests at the material level require less effort and therefore allow a higher 

number of tests. Subsequently, tests are to be carried out at the structure level and for the 

entire product, for which increasing effort and therefore a reduced number of tests are to be 

expected. 

4.2.3. Application of the procedure 

The application of the product component test pyramid to the problem of testing with 

combined environmental conditions is described in Figure 4. The mechanical, thermal and 

hydrological boundary conditions are specified by the certification standard, which corresponds 

to the boundary conditions of the real system at product level ①. For the step-by-step 

construction of a physical and virtual model, it is necessary first to transfer the boundary 

conditions to the material level ②, whereby this is only done for temperature and humidity 

using a top-down approach. The mechanical conditions cannot be applied at the material level 

in the same way as at the product level. Similar to the procedure described in chapter 4.1.3, 

an exchange of boundary conditions between the physical and virtual model on material level 

takes place first. In this way, a validated simulation model can be set up while the function of 

the physical test model can be tested and ensured due to limited complexity. With the 

knowledge gained at material level, mechanical boundary conditions can be applied with the 

bottom-up approach to the next higher structure and component level ③, whereby the 

boundary conditions for temperature and humidity are again specified by the real system at 

product level. After tests with the structure and component parts have been successfully 

carried out at this level and a validated simulation model has been set up, it is possible to 

transfer the mechanical boundary conditions to the product level ④ of the virtual test model. 

It should be noted, that in addition to temperature and humidity, mechanical boundary 

conditions of the real system must also be taken into account in this case. As described in 

chapter 4.1, however, the high increase of complexity from the structure to the product level 

poses a major challenge. From this model, information can then be drawn, particularly on the 

mechanical boundary conditions, which can be incorporated into the development of a physical 

test model at product level. 

 
Figure 4: Application of the procedure for testing with environmental boundary conditions 
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4.3. Testing in radiotherapy using phantoms with integrated biological samples 

In the following chapter the product component test pyramid is applied on physical testing 

of imaging models used in the preclinical medical radiotherapy. Throughout this it is shown 

that the presented procedure is also suitable in different application fields and conditions. 

4.3.1. Initial situation 

Using radiotherapy, tumor cells are killed with the help of a high dose of radiation, while at 

the same time the surrounding normal tissue must be protected as best as possible. Research 

into novel treatment approaches in radiotherapy can be carried out in preclinical studies with 

sophisticated small animal radiation platforms. Preclinical studies have a central role towards 

improving patient outcomes and the ability to accurately model biological and physical aspects, 

which in radiation oncology is critical to achieve [25]. Using models, the response of a therapy 

or probabilities of side effects can be better predicted and thus in the long term an 

individualization of the treatment concept can be made possible. In order to ensure optimal 

use and correct mimicking of clinical radiotherapy treatments, adequate quality assurance 

methods should be established for the preclinical irradiation platforms. This concerns on the 

one hand physical radiotherapy models, so called phantoms, which have the same physical 

properties in irradiation and imaging of small animals and are therefore suitable for use in 

dosimetry [26,27]. Secondly, virtual models, using e.g., Monte Carlo simulations, are needed 

to calculate irradiation plans and the expected dose [26].  

4.3.2. Problem and objectives 

To keep the number of small animal experiments for preclinical radiation to a minimum, 

while maintaining the realistic properties of small animals, accurate phantoms need to be 

constructed. But physical phantoms still can’t represent the biological responses of irradiated 

tissue. Thus, a new approach is to integrate real-life substructure, such as 3D cell matrices or 

tissue samples, into a physical small animal phantom. This expands the ability to accurately 

model biological as well as physical aspects in advanced preclinical radiotherapy research. By 

using biological tissue inside a phantom, it is possible to study the entire therapy process on a 

physical model. This can help reducing the usage of test animals while gaining knowledge 

regarding the diagnostics and the course of therapy of tumor diseases.  

A step-by-step testing approach to generate a phantom is needed to bridge the different 

test models and levels as well as their boundary conditions together. Virtual simulation of the 

radiation is needed to characterize the physical model for the radiotherapy. For the phantom 

development it is important to start at material level and then implement results into the next 

complexity level, with the final goal being a phantom with integrated real tissue samples. 

4.3.3. Application of the procedure 

Figure 5 shows the approach applied in the product component test pyramid for the testing 

of new radiotherapy approaches on small animal phantoms with the integration of biological 

samples. The development consists of two main steps. First, the material level is 

investigated ①. From the real plane of small animal tissue materials, the radiotherapy 

properties, like tissue equivalent mass density and effective atomic number, for the physical 

phantom are determined ①a. The possible phantom materials are tested and adapted 

together with a virtual tissue model ①b, resulting in a dependency of the virtual model and 

the phantom. 

After the lower material level is determined, the information from this level is applied using 

the bottom-up approach to the higher complexity levels ②. This is being done for the physical 
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phantom. Like in the lower-level information for the real structure is transferred into the 

phantom ②a. Furthermore, the simulation of the structure is again also performed and 

adapted ②b. This results in ②, which has a small animal phantom as output. For the final 

goal on component level tumor samples or cell samples ②a, that represent the real biological 

aspects, are taken and integrated in the physical small animal phantom. Resulting in the final 

target level linking the real and physical model on the highest level.  

In this approach all layers of the three-dimensional test pyramid are used. Real properties 

are firstly transferred into the physical phantom and from this plane applied and adapted 

together with the virtual model. Finally, special care was applied to conducting experiments 

that bridge real structures, such as cell or tissue samples, with physical phantoms, 

representing anatomical properties. Thus combining in vivo material with in vitro stetting, while 

observing radiation properties through dose simulation. 

 
Figure 5: Application of the procedure for the integration of biological samples into a physical small animal 

phantom for preclinical radiotherapy 

5. Summary and Outlook 

The transferability of application-specific boundary conditions between different structural 

complexity levels and model layers presents product developers with the challenge of 

maintaining a view of the overall test system and the superordinate problem definition when 

testing products and components. This paper presented a procedure based on the product 

component test pyramid, that enables the transferability of application-specific boundary 

conditions. The product component test pyramid consists of the model layers reality, physical 

and virtual test model as well as the complexity levels of the material, component and product 

level. The different levels are synthesized into a single pyramid. The transferability of the 

boundary conditions in the pyramid is realized via colored arrows. The application of the 

procedure has been demonstrated for the virtual testing of sandwich structures, physical 

models in medical imaging technology as well as the combined environmental testing.  
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